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GARLIWINYJI
NGURRA
During a lunch stop in Garliwinyji
Creek Berry Malcolm and Diana
Smith, the Traditional Owners for
the area, recorded some
memories about their country and
their family‟s history in the area.
They also explained the
boundaries of the Garliwinyji
ngurra within the Yindjibarndi #1
claim. They said it runs as far as
Wirlu-murra Creek near the Rio
rail line but does not cross the
creek.

Traditional Owners of the Yindjibarndi # 1 Native Title Claim at Satellite Springs. (From Left to Right) Jimmy Horace, Bruce Woodley, Wendy
Hubert, Jill Tucker, Bruce Monadee, Aileen Sandy, Diana Smith, Sylvia Allen and Berry Malcolm

TRADITIONAL OWNERS OUT ON COUNTRY
Traditional Owners of the
Yindjibarndi # 1 Native Title Claim
recently visited Puminjinha,
Garliwinyji, Kanjenjie, Millstream and
the Solomon Project.
The trip was an opportunity for Bruce
Monadee, Bruce Woodley, Jimmy
Horace, Berry Malcolm, Sylvia Allen,
Aileen Sandy, Jill Tucker, Wendy
Hubert and Diana Smith to film

stories about their country and to
visit the Solomon Project.

Diana said their parents came
from Garliwinyji - they were
married there, they had children
there and moved to Roebourne
only when the station no longer
had jobs for Aboriginal people.

Many of the articles in this newsletter
have been inspired by this trip. The
stories filmed will be available from
our website soon. In following
months we will be updating the
community with more stories via our
newsletter and website.
Diana Smith and Berry Malcolm at Garliwinyji Creek.

BARNKAWIRNA
Bruce Woodley shared a story that his old man used to tell him and his family
when travelling past this place many years ago. The story tells of a Yindjibarndi
man and Banjima man arguing about this country.
In the middle of the argument, the Yindjibarndi
man threw a boomerang towards that hill
(pictured to the left) and split it.
He said to the Banjima man, „that side is your
country, Banjima country, and this side is
Yindjibarndi country.‟
Its name is Barnkawirna where the Yindjibarndi
man threw the boomerang and split it in two.

VTEC TRAINEES
SETTING THEIR
SIGHTS ON NEW
JOINT VENTURES
FMG‟s Vocational Training and
Employment (VTEC) Program is
delivered in partnership with the
Pilbara Institute and other training
providers.
VTEC is designed to provide
Aboriginal people with the skills they
need to take up jobs with mining
companies and contractors.
Eight local Yindjibarndi people,
including five WMYAC members,
have just completed a two week
training program.

VTEC Trainees setting their sights on WYAC Joint Venture (From Left to Right) Cameron Guinness,
John Wedge, Jayne Ranger, Aden Guinness, Cody Munda and Jeffrey Gilby

Eight local Yindjibarndi people, including five WMYAC
members, have just completed a two week training
program.
For more information about the

These trainees will be placed with
contractors that are currently
negotiating joint ventures with
WMYAC.
Trainee Cameron Guinness said the
course was an opportunity “to try
something different”.

Jeffrey Gilby hoped that “other
people might want to do the same
and follow us into jobs”.

VTEC training program and
employment opportunities with
W MYAC please contact Bruce
Thomas 9182 1157

MINJARRA- BUSH VICKS
The winter winds have arrived in Roebourne
and along with it the cold and flu season.
At Garliwinyji Bruce Monadee explained
that in the past when people got sick,
Minjarra, the strong smelling plant pictured,
would be rubbed over their bodies.
Minjarra is now commonly referred to as
bush vicks.
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